and infants have been shown to be able to compute them (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport,
1998). BWTPs were chosen because Hungarian is a suffixing language, so its
morphological processes are directional.
These measures were each combined with two segmentation algorithms:
absolute thresholding (Swingley, 2005) and relative thresholding (Yang, 2004; Yang &
Gambell, 2004). The absolute thresholding algorithm posits a word boundary between a
pair of adjacent syllables if the statistical measure between them falls below a predefined
threshold, whereas the relative thresholding algorithm segments syllables if the value of
the statistical measure between them is lower than between both neighboring syllable
pairs. Combining each measure with each algorithm yielded eight different ways of
segmenting the two corpora. Segmentation performance was measured for each of these
using the traditional accuracy4 and completeness5 scores.
The results showed that segmentation performance depended mostly on the type
of measure used (and much less of the type of algorithm used). The highest accuracy
(>90%) was achieved in Hungarian using BWTPs, the weakest using FWTPs (70%-80%).
The two symmetric measures performed in between. In Italian, by contrast, the best
performance (>90%) was obtained with FWTPs, while BWTPs performed relatively
poorly (50%-60%). Symmetric measures achieved intermediate accuracy scores.
Thus an important cross-linguistic difference was observed. The suffixing and
predominantly OV language, Hungarian favors BWTPs, while the VO and inflecting
Italian is best segmented using FWTPs. This difference in directionality is related to the
morphosyntactic types of the two languages. The TP value of a syllable pair is
conditioned on the frequency of one of its members (the first for FWTPs, the second for
BWTPs). TP values are low, i.e. easily segmentable, if the denominator is a large number,
i.e. the conditioning syllable is a lot more frequent than the syllable pair. This is typically
the case with functors. Following the above logic, FWTPs are better predictors of word
boundaries when the first item of a syllable pair is more frequent, which is the case in
Italian, whereas BWTPs perform better when the second item is more frequent, which
typically occurs in Hungarian.
In addition, the segmentation of roots and suffixes in Hungarian was
investigated. It was found that many suffixes resyllabify with the root (fagy-lalt ‘ice cream’,
but fagy-lal-tot ‘ice cream.acc’), thus masking word-internal morpheme boundaries. This
suggests that the basic unit for segmentation might not be the syllable (at least in some
languages) or that there are other factors, e.g. the interaction between stats and
phonological cues, such as stress, phonotactics etc., that might play an important rule.
In sum, statistical learning based on conditional probabilities might not help
learners of morphologically complex languages extract affixes and roots from the speech
continuous stream, but the overall distribution and segmentation accuracy of the different
measures might provide a cue to the morphosyntactic type of the target language.
Whether learners are sensitive to these cues remains to be tested.

4
5

accuracy = # of hits / (# of hits + # of false alarms)
completeness = # of hits / (# of hits + # of misses)

